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What’s included in this  
‘Home Challenges’ pack:



grow your 

family in 

cress

You will need
 eggs (however many  

 there are in your family)
 pan and water for boiling

 (adult supervision required)
 toilet roll tube

 cotton wool
 cress seed
 decorations 

 (pens/paint/glue/stickers)
 water

What you’ll do
1 Hard boil an egg for each member of your family   (eat for breakfast if you like).  Let it cool
2 Cut the top off carefully and empty the contents   with a spoon

3 Place cotton wool wad inside the empty egg shell4 Place egg shell in toilet roll tube (the body)
5 Draw, paint or use stickers to make each egg shell and   tube look like a member of your family
6 Wet the cotton wool
7 Sprinkle on some cress seeds
8 Put in the sunlight and water everyday
9 See results in a day or two
10 Have long edible hair in 10 days!
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bee friendly

You will need

 seeds

 space to grow (garden/window box)

 water

 compost

What you’ll do

Grow plants to encourage bees

1 Grow a mixture of plants and shrubs for year round pollen

2 Choose from sunflower, crocus, primrose, Daffodil, 

  lavender or heathers

3 Follow the care instruction provided as all plants 

  have different requirements

Count the bees that come into your garden

1 Create a table that allows you to count the number of bees

2 Choose a certain time 

  (an hour of the day or an hour of the week)

3 Keep a record of the amount of bees

4 Could research species?

5 Share with your group

Day
Time How many bees? Species?

Wednesday
3.30 pm |||

Honeybee

...
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build a 

junk model 

of your 

bedroom

You will need
 shoe box
 cardboard boxes
 cardboard tubes
 items for decorating

 glue
 pens
 masking tape

What you’ll do
1 Use the shoe box as the base of your room 
  (cut off one of the longer sides)
2 Use cardboard boxes and tubes to build your room3 Use masking tape to fix your furniture4 Decorate as you like

You could  even use real wallpaper?
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build an insect hotel

You will need

 plastic drink bottle

 A selection of:

 dead wood

 plastic straws

 canes

 corrugated card

 twigs

 leaves

 bottle tops

What you’ll do

Bugs love an untidy garden: piles of dead wood and leaves 

lying around the place are a source of food to some bugs and 

provide shelter for others. For many bugs a heap of autumn 

leaves is the ideal place to hibernate through the winter.

 Cut the top off a plastic bottle (leaving a cylinder shape)

 Pack the bottle with strips of cardboard, twigs, leaves, 

dead wood, plastic straws, dry grass, plastic bottle tops, 

canes, corrugated card

 Place in your back garden

Remember different insects like different environments: 

Invertebrate like cool damp conditions 

Solitary bees like warm sunny spots

Why not make a resort 

by bringing all your 

hotels together?

See page 5 in  

group activities
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